
NOTHING
BUT THE

ALTERNATIVE
FACTS!

Parody Portraits of The Trump Crime Family
& Assorted MAGAts.

by Michelle Wilby Friesenhahn
An Art Show & Sale to benefit

THE BEXAR COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Wednesday, October 12, 2022

from 6 pm to 9 pm
@ The BRICK in the Blue Star Arts Complex

Hors d’oeuvres / Cash bar
Comfortable dress (whatever)

$20. Tickets available pre-event online or $30 at the door.

Ouch! That smARTS!

P R O G R A M



Alex Jones – Coup participant. Loudmouth bloviator of conspiracy theories 
to sell supplements to morons. Recently sued into oblivion for terrorizing the 
families of Sandy Hook victims.

Ali Akbar Alexander – Coup participant in hiding since the insurrection. Trump 
calls him “Sammy” after Sammy Davis Jr. Convicted felon. Arranged lodging for 
militia leadership during the insurrection.

Amy Coney Barrett - SCOTUS Justice. Lied to congress during vetting process 
about Roe v. Wade being precedential. Obedient member of People of Praise, 
an extremist, charismatic Catholic religious group with a strict authoritarian 
infrastructure.

Bill Barr – Trump’s personal AG. Visited Epstein in jail right before he committed 
suicide; Got Flynn and Stone off the hook for their crimes; defended Trump 
against rape lawsuit; tossed the Mueller report in the trash; knew about 
coup and other Trump crimes, but didn’t come clean until after his book was 
published a year later. Turned DOJ into Trump’s personal vindictive law firm. 
Got his children jobs at FINCEN and with WH counsel—unknown if they’re still 
embedded. Opus Dei affiliated. Would still vote for Trump in 2024.

Brad Parscale – Former Trump Campaign Digital Communications Manager 
from San Antonio but was fired when Tik Tok users usurped a Trump rally. Wife 
called police on him, he was arrested, then was committed to a mental health 
facility. Ran Caitlyn Jenner’s failed gubernatorial campaign. Still a Trump toady.

Brett Kavanaugh - Good Catholic boy who lied about Roe v. Wade to become 
a SCOTUS justice, and actually cried during his hearing. Accused of molesting a 
woman when he was a frat boy. Likes to drink and had gambling debts. Part of 
a judicial effort to turn the US into a theocracy. Claims he’d would get revenge 
for his poor treatment during his nomination hearing. Furious that peaceful 
protestors showed up at Morton’s before he finished dessert.
Famous quote: “I like beer.”

We could all use a good laugh...
especially now.

My goal is to inform by parody, satire, and humor. Sure it’s provocation. 
Art is supposed to provoke. And I’m just doing my bit as a patriot and a 
provacateur. I hope I can get folks thinking about the people who are actively 
trying to destroy demoocracy. They deserve to be mocked.

Enjoy the art. Support the Dems. And please vote!  
~ Michelle Wilby Friesenhahn



Chad Wolf – Former Acting United States Secretary of Homeland Security 
appointed by Trump right before the insurrection. Claims he didn’t erase 
phone calls/messages/email from Jan. 6. Responsible for sending unmarked/
unidentified Law Enforcement to Seattle to grab unarmed protestors off the 
streets.

Chip Roy – US Representative, Texas. Coup participant. In the pocket of Big 
Pharma.  Spends most of his time in camo clothing and weapons, hanging out 
with border security guards. Working against the interests of his constituents in 
TX District 23. 

Chris Miller - Former US Secretary of Defense. Was unavailable for many hours 
to assist in calling out the National Guard during the insurrection. Claims he was 
not the one who erased his Jan. 6th communications. The “Sergeant Shultz” of 
the insurrection.

Chuck Grassley – US Senator, Iowa. Coup participant. Fossil. Possible 
dementia-related illness.

Clarence Thomas – SCOTUS Justice. Coup plotter; married to another coup 
plotter. Connected to several other coup plotters who worked for Thomas 
at some point in their careers. Forced birther, homophobe, misogynist, 
ChristoFascist. Anti-voting rights activist. 

Cleta Mitchell – Trump’s lawyer. Involved in fraudulent election scheme.  Ginny 
Thomas’ BFF. Also friends with John Eastman & Trump Clarence Thomas.  Was 
on the phone call that Trump made to Georgia demanding that Raffensperger 
find 11,000 more votes. 

Dan Patrick – Lt. Governor of Texas.  Former radio show host/preacher. 
Advocated that senior citizens should sacrifice their lives so that businesses 
could stay open during the COVID pandemic.  Misogynist, Christofascist. Anti-
LGBT.

Dan Scavino – Coup participant. Trump’s former golf caddy.  Promoted 
to Tweeter in Chief in charge of Social Media. Also known for his skill at 
“chokeholds.”

Devin Nunes - Former congressman. CEO of Truth Social. Sued a Twitter 
account pretending to be his cow for making mean comments. Sad! Truth Social 
being investigated for being a pump and dump scheme; SEC fraud.

Dinesh D’Souza - Political commentator. Convicted felon, pardoned by Trump. 
Created the movie “2,000 Mules” promoting the Big Lie. Dated and dumped by 
Fox TV host, Laura Ingraham.

Donny Trump Jr. – Trump’s first fail son, “Uday.” Big game trophy hunter. 
Purportedly a cocaine addict. Barred by law for life from ever running any charitable 
organization, into the ground or otherwise. Dumped his wife for Kim Guilfoyle.



Donald Trump – 45th President of the United States. Number of lies told 
amd crimes committed too numerous to mention here. Openly embraces “Q”  
conspiracy theories now. Toddler. Traitor. Treason. Prison. Soap.

Enriquio Torres – Leader of Proud Boys – Felon. Does not realize he is Puerto 
Rican member of a white nationalist organization, apparently.

Eric “Gums” Trump – Trump’s second son, “Qusay.” Because of his illegal 
handling of charity finances, he is not permitted to operate a charity again. 
Disclosed that most investment monies into Trump businesses were from 
Russia. Runs the day-to-day operation of Trump’s businesses...which are now 
being investigated. He’s claiming he’s being racially profiled and persecuted for 
being a “Trump.” 

Garrett Ziegler – Trump staffer tasked with investigating election fraud. ALL 
of the information he provided was proven to be false. Promoter of the Big Lie. 
Now calling for the defunding of the FBI. #NewHitlerYouth.

Ginni Thomas – Wife of Clarence Thomas. Coup plotter and funder. Member of the 
LifeSpring cult in the 80s. Is a “Q” follower now. Developed an enemies list for Trump. 
Communicated to Mark Meadows and others that Joe Biden and Kamala Harris 
would be sent to Gitmo after the insurrection. 

Greg Abbott – Governor of Texas. Ardent supporter of the NRA.  Botched 
the Uvalde mass shooting response.  Believes all immigrants are illegal, but 
refuses to go after the business (his financial support) that illegally employ them. 
Anti-abortion, anti-LGBT.  Wants vigilantes (or neighbors) to turn in women and 
their physicians for attempting an abortion. Believes that sex is for procreation 
only—his argument against gay marriage. (Note- He is married - but is unable to 
procreate.) Also wants Texas to secede.  Fears BETO.

Jim “Gym” Jordan – US Representative, Ohio. Coup participant. Congressional 
loudmouth but hasn’t written a bill in the 15 years he’s been in Congress. 
Pedophile-enabling wrestling coach while at Ohio State. 

Ivanka Trump – Trump’s First Daughter. Created a fashion clothing line rumored 
to be plagarized and manufactured in China where she also owns patents on 
caskets acquired right before the COVID pandemic. (Her mother’s ashes are 
rumored to have been buried in one on a golf course.)  Daddy’s advisor.

Jared Kushner – Trump advisor. Mannequin and husband of Ivanka. Father is a 
felon. In charge of Trump pardons, Middle East diplomacy, US opiate problem, 
and Trump COVID response.  Given $2 billion by MBS/Saudi Arabia to “invest” 
much to the chagrin of fund investors.

Jeffrey Clark – Coup planner/participant. Environmental attorney. Was briefly 
promoted to Acting AG to help facilitate fraudulent elector scheme.  Caught in 
his boxers when served a warrant to search his phone. Gets ratioed when he 
complains on Twitter. 



Jenna Ellis – Traffic violation attorney and part of Trump’s Kraken legal team.  
Giuliani literally farted on her in a court hearing on election fraud. Promoter of 
the Big Lie.

John Cornyn – US Senator, Texas. Trump toady. Socially awkward. Legislatively 
inconsequential, generally invisible. 

John Eastman – Coup plotter/planner. Tried to implement fraudulent elector 
scheme, claiming it was strictly “constitutional.” Clerked for Clarence Thomas, 
and close friend of Ginni Thomas.

John Roberts – SCOTUS – Chief Justice. “Good” Catholic. Former altar boy.  
Known to vote with the liberals on the court when it doesn’t matter, to appear 
to be “fair.” Presided over the first SCOTUS in history to take away rights from 
women.  Theocrat.  

Josh Hawley – US Senator – Coup participant. Displayed his fist to the 
insurrection crowd in support. Then was caught on camera running from that 
angry crowd.  When he lived in the dorm in college, roommates thought it was 
odd that he hung a poster of a buff naked dude holding an infant— it was the 
only thing on the wall. Does not really live in Missouri where he is a senator for 
Missouri citizens.

Jeanine Pirro – “Judge Box O’ Wine” – Fox TV host.  (Those are wine glass 
stains on her portrait.) Huge Trump toady.

Kash Patel - Worked for Devin Nunes, shoveling info to the White House during 
Trump’s first impeachment. Was in the middle of the Trump debacle for extorting 
Ukrainian President Zelensky. Gina Haspel, head of the CIA threatened to resign 
when Trump wanted to install Kash as her deputy. While installed as an “acting” 
COS for Chris Miller at DOD he was on the phone with Miller denying phone 
calls to bring in the National Guard during the insurrection (14 times). Then he 
wiped his phone. Trump recently appointed him to the National Archives as his 
representative. He’s seen all the secret documents…without clearance. He’s toast.

Kellyanne Conway - Trump’s former Communication Advisor.  Has familial 
connections to the mob.  Originator of the term “alternative facts.”  Violator of the 
Hatch Act...hawking Trump properties and Ivanka’s fashion.  Teen daughter was so 
embarrassed by her behavior while employed by Trump, she filed for emancipation.

Ken Cuccinelli – Trump’s former attorney posing as White House Counsel. Took 
him a year to come partially clean about Trump’s role in the insurrection.

Ken Paxton – Under indictment for almost 7 years for SEC fraud while still in his 
position as AG of Texas. Fired his entire staff when they questioned his integrity. 
Filed a brief against other states accusing them of election fraud. Wants Texas 
to secede. Fancies himself a real rebel.



Kevin McCarthy – Minority Leader of the House of Representatives. Excoriated 
Trump for the insurrection, then reversed his opinion to avoid Trump’s wrath.  
Coward.  Was overheard making the claim that Putin pays Trump, but denies it 
now.

Kimberley Guilfoyle – Donny Jr.’s girlfriend.  Gavin Newsom’s ex-wife.  Offered 
lap dances to potential Republican big donors. Danced to “Gloria” by Donna 
Summers in the big tent, pre-insurrection.

Lindsey “Lady G” Graham – US Senator. Hated Trump then loved him. It’s 
presumed that Trump is still blackmailing him. Known as “Senator Freeloader” 
in congress.  Refuses to testify in the Georgia election fraud scandal.  Laura 
Ingrahm was his beard for awhile. Insists that anti-abortion laws be federalized.

Lauren Boebert – US Representative – Coup participant.  Gave tours to 
insurrectionists days before the insurrection attempt. 4 tries before successfully 
getting her GED.  When some guy exposed himself to her (and friends) at 
a bowling alley, he was arrested…then she married him.  Many domestic 
disturbances reported at home. They are not held in high regard by their 
neighbors. Under investigation for fraud.  Loves her guns. She believes “end 
times” are here.

Louie Gohmert – US Representative, TX – Coup participant.  Anti-climate 
change. Considered a nutjob by others in Congress, and by most folks too. 
Kook.

Louis DeJoy – US Postmaster. Actively trying to deconstruct the US Postal 
Service to be replaced by commercial enterprise.  Laid off loads of postal 
workers, then sold off equipment which was still in use.  You can thank him if 
your mail delivery is slower.

Marco Rubio “Lil’ Marco” - US Senator (FL). Trump apologist and toady.  
Claims that the government investigation into Trump’s theft of top secret 
documents is deep state stuff. refuses to codify same-sex marriage bill, but prior 
to Trump’s presidency was often spotted at many gay gatherings. Hypocrite 
much?  Tweets lots of bible quotes now.

Margorie Taylor Greene – US Representative – Coup plotter/planner. Gave 
tours to insurrectionists pre-insurrection. Claims Jewish lasers are responsible 
for California wildfires.  Rumored to be a person-of-interest in the Capitol Pipe 
Bombing incident.  Claims everyone is a “commie” who is not supportive of 
Trump. Used $92,000 of her campaign money to purchase an SUV for her own 
personal use.  

Mark Meadows – Former Chief of Staff. Coup plotter/participant. Potential fall-
guy for the insurrection & other Trump crimes.  Voted from an address in a state 
he doesn’t live in.  Chief Trump enabler and toady.



Matt Gaetz – US Representative – Accused of human trafficking young girls 
using Venmo. Roommate in college was murdered...murder went unsolved. 
Arrested for DWI. Wealthy father.  Drinking buddies with Roger Stone. Adopted a 
boy teen. Begged Trump for a pardon.

Melania Trump – Former First Lady Trump “Trophy” wife of Trump. Former high-
priced “model/escort.”  From Eastern Europe, lied on immigration forms to get 
US Citizenship.  Installed all-black Christmas trees in the White House. Famous 
quotes: “I hate Christmas.” And, “I don’t care, do you?”

Mick Mulvaney – Former Chief of staff.  Former Director of OMB, US 
representative, Trump strip mall developer. Trump ordered him to wear clown 
shirt on a foreign trip. Considered to be “weak” by Trump, he was banished to 
Northern Ireland as a Special Envoy for the remainder of Trump’s term in office. 
Now a commentator with CBS.

Mike Flynn – Former US National Security Advisor. Coup plotter. Lied to FBI 
about his role in Russian collusion and pardoned byTrump. Previously fired by 
Obama. Plotted to kidnap a Turkish Cleric in the US.  FARA violations galore. 
Putin apologist. Follows “Q”.

Mike “My pillow guy” Lindell – Trump toady – Big promulgator of the Big Lie. 
Former crack-head and drug addict.  Will be sued into obivian by Dominion 
Voting Machines. Little known fact:  “My Pillows” are stuffed with by-product 
trash trim from the manufacture of other My Pillow products. Gross.

Mike Pence – Former V.P. of the United States. Trump apologist and loyal 
servant.  Insurrectionists erected gallows on the Capitol grounds to hang him. 
Trump thought he deserved it for not participating in the coup. He refuses to 
testify against Trump. Coward. Calls his wife “Mother.”  Still believes he’ll be the 
US president someday.  

Mike Pompeo – Former Secretary of State.  West Point graduate.  Misogynist, anti-
LGBT, pro-theocracy.  Used his office and taxpayer monies to throw lavish parties 
for cronies.  Helped Trump and Kushner cover up the Kashoggi murder.  A former US 
Ambassador called Pompeo a “heat seeking missile for Trump’s ass.” Still corrupt, 
still a Trump Toady, still needs to lose weight. Has presidential aspirations. 

Mitch McConnell – Senate Minority Leader.  “Moscow Mitch,” “Mitch 
McConnelsky,” “Cocaine Mitch,” “The turtle” – Hated by Trump, but he remains 
a Trump toady. Rumored (now buried story) to have been ousted by the Army in 
his youth for forcing himself on another enlisted soldier. Married to Elaine Chao, 
former Secretary of Transportation appointed by Trump, who is a member of a 
Chinese family that owns the largest international transportation company on 
the planet. Guess who got favorable terms in trade route agreements? Loves 
Russian (and Chinese) money.

Mo Brooks – US Senator - Coup participant & member of the senate’s coup 
caucus. Loudmouth white nationalist. Did not get Trump’s support in the last 
election, but still a Trump toady.



Neil Gorsuch - SCOTUS Associate Justice – Catholic and Episcopalian.  Anti-
climate change advocate. His mother was the first female administrator of the 
Environmental Protection Agency who was unsuccessful in her attempts to de-
fang the EPA. Neil went on to carry the torch and has been successful where his 
mother was not.

Patrick Byrne - Coup plotter with Team Kraken. Former CEO of Overstock. 
Attracted to red sparrows (Maria Buttina). Promoted the Big Lie.

Pat Cipollone “Patsy Baloney” - Former White House Counsel. Defended 
Trump in impeachment, while knowing that he was guilty. Came clean, sort of, a 
year after Trump’s defeat in the election. Chameleon.

Paul Gosar – US Representative – Coup participant. Connected to Ali Akbar, 
coup planner. Disowned by his own family for his outrageous support of Trump 
and KKK. He is rumored to have a neurological disease which he denies.

Paul Manafort - Former Trump Campaign Manager. Tried and imprisoned for 
crimes resulting from the Mueller investigation. Said to be heavily indebted to 
Russian oligarchs. Pardoned by Trump. Bad fashion sense. His kids can’t stand 
him, they offered to testify against him.

Peter Navarro – Former Director of Trade Trump Manufacturing Policy, and 
the national Defense Production Act policy coordinator. Coup participant. 
Confessed to involvement in coup on live TV.  Used to be a Democrat.  

Phil Waldron – Coup participant. Conspired with Mark Meadows and 
circulated January 6 PowerPoint presentation on coup that was given to 
congressional coup participants. Retired Colonel. Election denier and spreader 
of disinformation. Claims to be a firearms instructor and cybersecurity expert. 
Owns a distillery in Dripping Springs.

Rand Paul – US Senator – Claims to be a physician.  Has had major medical 
procedures/surgeries performed in Canada. Beaten to a pulp by a neighbor 
requiring an ER visit when he was mowing his lawn during the wee hours.  
Constantly spewing Russian disinformation.  Wants to defund the FBI/CIA/NSA.

Rick Grenell - Former Acting Director of the United States National Intelligence.  
Newsmax VP. Married to Matt Lashy. Called “gaslight Grenell” for claiming that 
Trump was the most pro-gay president in history despite his proven anti-LGBT 
record.  BTW, he’s gay.

Robert Patrick Lewis - Leader of First Amendment Praetorians, coup 
participants. May have had a drug problem.

Rod Rosenstein – Former Deputy AG.  Told Trump he’d “Land the plane” on 
the Mueller investigation.  Helped Barr trash Mueller investigation. Involved the 
amoral chaos of the family separation policy at the southern border.



Roger Stone – Trump friend and informal advisor. “The Joker.”  Indicted, then 
pardoned by Trump, after a messy court battle created by Billy Barr.  Hired 
Proud Boys for security guards.  Mixed up in the Julian Assange/WikiLeaks 
debacle. Is a swinger. Previously Nixon’s dirty Trickster and wears Nixon’s tattoo 
on his back.  

Ron DeSantis – Governor of Florida. Thinks he’ll be the next president. Famous 
for being anti-abortion, and anti-gay. Very anti-public education. Banner of Books. 
Building his own personal “security” garrison. Like Trump, but with less baggage. 
Spent millions lying to then flying immigrants out-of-state. Authoritarian.  

Ron Johnson – US Senator. “Ron Johnski” - Coup participant. White 
Nationalist. Putin apologist. Wants to get rid of Social Security. Trump toady.

Ronny Jackson – “Dr. Ronny” – Trump’s physician.  Declared Trump was 
the healthiest man alive. Go-to guy in the White House for drug scripts for 
recreational use. Appointed by Trump to run the V.A., but left after he failed.  
Now running on the Big Lie for office in Texas with Trump’s money.

Rudy Giuliani - Trump’s lawyer and part of “team Kraken.” Coup plotter. Filmed 
diddling himself in Borat movie. Farted on co-counsel Jenna Ellis in court 
hearing. Protected by Billy Barr during Trump’s impeachment over Ukraine 
blackmail. Lost over 60 lawsuits filed on behalf of Trump campaign. His law 
license has been suspended in NY. Is the target of election fraud investigation in 
Georgia. Likes to dress in drag on occasion.

Samuel Alito - Associate Justice – SCOTUS – Good Catholic. Bases his 
opinions on 16th century medieval law. Lied to congress about Roe v. Wade to 
get on the court.  Forced-birther. Anti-LGBT. Misogynist. Mistakenly believes the 
US constitution is inextricably rooted in Christianity and Medieval European law.

Scott Perry - Congressman and coup planner/participant. Pushed his friend, 
Jeffrey Clarke, to become Trump’s new AG for the coup. Refused to talk to J6 
committee. Phone was seized by the FBI in J6 investigation been squealing ever 
since that he’s a victim. Now wants to defund Law Enforcement. Loser. 

Sean Hannity – Fox TV show host/propagandist.  Advisor to Trump.  His 
texts show that he literally begged Trump to call off the insurrection…all while 
claiming on air (Fox Noise) that it was definitely NOT a violent attempt at the 
overthrow of the government. Liar clown.

Stephen Miller – Former Trump advisor, Trump White House reptile.  
Responsible for the draconian and disgusting way immigrant families were 
separated.  Married to another reptile who recently hatched an egg.  Jewish, but 
Antisemitic. Forced-birther. Anti-LGBT.



Steve Bannon – Former Trump Confidante and Coup plotter. Thinks he is 
brilliant and the reincarnation of Lenin. Ex-wife accused him of domestic 
violence. Also accused of election fraud years ago. Tried and convicted for 
ignoring congressional subpoenas. Now in trouble for federal crimes Trump 
pardoned him for…in violation of state laws now. Not known for good hygiene, 
he will have to take showers once he is in prison.

Steve Mnuchin - Former US Secretary of the Treasury. Married a purported gold 
digger. Made millions during the big recession by evicting people and auctioning 
off foreclosed homes. Given a billion dollars by the Saudis after Trump left office 
with stolen secret documents for sale….Coincidence?

Stuart Rhodes - Leader of Oath Keepers.  Harvard graduate. Rhodes Scholar. 
Indicted for sedition for coup participation.  Previously arrested for domestic 
abuse.

Sydney Powell - Leader of “team Kraken.”  Trump tried and failed to get her 
installed as AG. Helped get Flynn and Stone off the hook for their crimes. 
Considered whacked-out, even by other Trump attorneys. Under investigation 
for related crimes...and being sued for millions by Dominion Voting Systems.

Tony Ornato - Former Secret Service. Former head of Trump security.  Coup 
participant. Wiped all communications around Jan. 6, 2020.  Refuses to testify 
to J6 Committee.  Recently retired.

Ted “Turd” “Fled” Cruz – US Senator, TX – Coup participant and Trump toady. 
Immigrant from Canada, born in Cuba.  Ardent supporter and spokesperson 
for NRA.  Insists that eliminating doors will stop the mass murders. Trump 
claimed that Cruz was a Bible-thumping cheater, that his father was involved in 
the assassination of JFK, and that his wife is ugly...Cruz responded by kissing 
Trump’s ass.  Fled Texas to Cancun during a state-wide energy outage during 
Snowmaggedon. Left his little dog in the freezing cold at home, but blamed his 
daughters for the family going AWOL during the crisis. Worships Donald Trump.

Tucker Carlson – “Fish Sticks” - Fox TV show host and propgandist for Russian 
and Hungarian interests.  Advisor to Trump.  White nationalist.  Used to wear 
bow ties…may still wear them on the down-low. Has very wide hips for a man.  
Goes on double dates with his wife & Matt Gaetz and young girl du jour. Heir to 
the Mrs. Paul’s frozen fish fortune.

All images are digitally created multimedia paintings,
using collage, photography, and digital paint techniques
printed on high quality, 16” x 20” heavy archival paper.



Many Thanks!
This Art Show/Sale and Benefit Fundraiser would not be possible

without the support of:

Bexar County Democrat Party including
Chairwoman Monica Alcantara, Adelfa Reyna,

Andres Lopez, Kelly Ann Gonzalez,
Dr. Lynda de la Vina,

Volunteers from the Bexar Young Democrats;
The candidates who came to serve;

and especially Jamie Eickhoff, Special Advisor
to the Coordinated Campaign,

BCDP Communications Committee Co-Chair

Benefits the Bexar County Democratic Party
2022 Coordinated Campaign

Event Organizer-in-Chief - Mary Ellen Rose

Art Installation -  Blue Cochran, Judy Long

Catering - Spice of Life

Music/DJ’s - Yvonne Lozono and Sylvia Recio

Event Photography - Nick Cavazos

Financial Sponosrs - Dr. Lynda De la Vina
Sharon Scott / Pat Prowse

Yvonne Lozano / Sylvia Recio
Bren Manaugh / Blue Cochran

Jan Olsen / Therese Huntzinger
Melissa Guthrie / Sandra A. Garcia

Mary Green
Mick Sullivan
Alison Harla

Michelle Bowles
Michele Gressett

Patti Weissler
Anonymous
Anonymous



Here is your opportunity.  ALL the politicians (and 
their sycophants) on display in this collection are 
for sale for $120 each.  The portraits are printed on 

high quality, 16”x 20” heavy archival paper. This is a first 
edition printing and will never again be printed in the same 
format.

If you’re a collector of printed works of art, ephemera, or 
political memorabilia, you may be interested in purchasing 
the entire collection for $8,000. This is a bargain.

Also for sale are two, framed giclee prints of digital paintings 
which were inspired by the Women’s March in Austin in 
2016.  I’ve included them here to show that my work is not 
always sardonic. They are $600 each.

ALL proceeds from the sale of artwork at this exhibition 

benefit the Bexar County Democrat Party.

Have you ever wished you
could own a politician?

If you are interested in viewing my other work, for commercial, 
please go to www.wilbycreative.com

Or to view my my growing collection of digital dessert/food paintings, visit: 
www.wilbygallery.weebly.com  

(Available soon for purchase on Etsy.)
Or for custom design or illustration work, contact me directly at

wilbycreative@gmail.com


